
City of Alexandria, Virginia 

MEMORANDUM 

DATE: MARCH 1, 2018 

TO: CHAIRWOMAN MARY LYMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE PLANNING 
COMMISSION 

FROM: KARL MORITZ, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND ZONING 

SUBJECT: MARCH 6, 2018 DOCKET ADDENDUM: OLD TOWN NORTH ARTS AND 
CULTURAL DISTRICT ZONING MAP AMENDMENT AND TEXT 
AMENDMENT TO THE ZONING ORDINANCE 

We have scheduled an informational item at the March hearing to discuss the proposed Old 
Town North Arts and Cultural District which includes consideration of a zoning map amendment 
to add the Old Town North Arts and Cultural District overlay and a text amendment to the 
Zoning Ordinance to add section 6-900 regarding the Old Town North Arts and Cultural District. 

Given the technical nature of the proposal, it has been docketed as an informational item to 
discuss the proposed text amendment. As an informational item, there will also be the 
opportunity for public testimony. 

A draft staff report is attached which discusses the proposed text amendment. The item will be 
docketed at the April Planning Commission and City Council hearings. 
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Issue: 
Informational Item 
Old Town North Arts and Cultural 
District (A) Initiation of a Map 
Amendment; (B) Public hearing and 
consideration of an amendment to the 
City of Alexandria’s official zoning map 
to add the Old Town North Arts and 
Cultural District Overlay, which covers 
portions of N. Fairfax, Montgomery, 
Madison, First, N. Saint Asaph, N. Pitt, 
N. Royal, Third, and N. Washington
Streets and Canal Center, more
particularly shown in Figure 2.04 of the
Old Town North Small Area Plan and
depicted as “Required or Optional Retail
or Arts and Cultural Uses”; (C) initiation
of a Text Amendment; and (D) a Text
Amendment to the Zoning Ordinance to
add section 6-900 regarding Old Town
North Arts and Cultural District.

Planning Commission 
Hearing: March 6, 2018 

City Council Hearing: March 17, 2018 

Planning and Zoning: Karl Moritz, Director, Jeffrey Farner, Deputy Director; Carrie Beach, 
Division Chief NPCD, Heba ElGawish, Urban Planner; Recreation, Parks, and Cultural 
Activities: James Spengler, Director, Diane Ruggiero, Deputy Director, Jack Browand, Division 
Chief. 
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I. SUMMARY

The proposal will amend the Zoning Map and Zoning Ordinance text to implement the 
recommendation of the recently approved Old Town North Small Area Plan to establish an Arts 
and Cultural District in Old Town North as highlighted in Figure 1. The Zoning Map Amendment 
will add an Overlay for the Old Town North Arts and Cultural District as shown in Figure 2. In 
addition, the proposed text amendment will add a new Arts and Cultural District Overlay within 
Section 6 of the Zoning Ordinance for Old Town North, which outlines the incentives for Arts and 
Cultural spaces within Old Town North Arts and Cultural District. The text amendment also 
establishes definitions for Ground Floor Arts and Cultural Tenant and an Arts and Cultural Anchor. 

Figure 1 Old Town North Small Area Plan Implementation Matrix 
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Figure 2: Old Town North Arts and Cultural District Overlay Map 

II. DISCUSSION

A. Map Amendment

The provisions of the Zoning Ordinance text amendment under proposed new Section 6-900 
outlined further in this report will apply to the areas depicted in Figure 2. The proposed spaces for 
Arts and Cultural uses will be required to have frontage on the streets within the boundary 
highlighted in the map; N. Washington Street, N. Saint Asaph Street, Montgomery Street, N. 
Fairfax Street, Canal Center Plaza, and Third Street. 
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B. Text Amendment  
 
The proposed text amendment provides a definition for Ground Floor Arts and Cultural Tenant 
and Arts and Cultural Anchor - as recommended in the recently adopted Old Town North Small 
Area Plan - with associated regulatory incentives to retain and attract Arts and Cultural uses in Old 
Town North. The proposed incentives enable existing and future Arts and Cultural uses to be 
located within the Old Town North Small Area Plan to implement the vision of the Plan.  
 
The use of the incentives proposed by the text amendment will be limited to properties located 
within the areas depicted in Figure 2, fronting the streets outlined in section A above.  
 
The text amendment establishes two incentive categories for the creation of Arts and Cultural 
spaces as outlined below: 
 
 I – Ground Floor Arts and Cultural Tenant:  
 
For the areas within the Old Town North Arts and Cultural District, floor area may be excluded if 
that space is leased to a Ground Floor Arts and Cultural Tenant. A Ground Floor Arts and Cultural 
Tenant is defined as small scale or individual stand-alone uses which include art galleries, artist 
studios, graphic art design, and crafts such as the production or creation of individual handmade 
objects. Additional uses that contribute to the creative economy may be permitted if they are 
deemed to be consistent with the intent of the Old Town North Small Area Plan, the provisions of 
Section 6-900, and approved as part of a special use permit. 
 
The ground floor area exclusion will be limited to 15,000 square feet for each development block 
and a covenant, or comparable restriction, will be required to ensure that the space is used and 
occupied by an Arts and/or Cultural Use for a minimum period of 10 years. The 15,000 square feet 
limit for Arts and Cultural Ground Floor Tenant space for each block is intended to provide 
appropriate distribution of ground floor Arts and Cultural spaces throughout the Old Town North 
Arts and Cultural District. 
 
In order to utilize this provision, developers/applicants will be required to commit to these types 
of uses and will need to charge rents that accommodate them in order to fill the spaces that are 
excluded from the maximum permitted floor area.  
 
Use of this incentive will be subject to:  
 

a. Approval of a special use permit. 

b. Provide sufficient assurance by way of contract, deed, or other recorded instrument in a 
form approved by the City that the ground floor space excluded from the floor area will be 
limited to the uses defined above or as approved as part of the special use permit process 
and that said space will only be used as an approved Arts and Cultural Tenant space for a 
minimum period of 10 years from the issuance of the certificate of occupancy for the space.  

c. The Ground Floor Arts and Cultural Tenant space will be open to the public during regular 
hours. 
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d. The uses will be required to front onto N. Washington Street, N. Saint Asaph Street, 
Montgomery Street, N. Fairfax Street, Third Street, and Canal Center Plaza. 

 

II– Arts and Cultural Anchor:  
 
For the areas within the Old Town North Arts and Cultural District, floor area ratio and an 
associated amount of density may be increased by a maximum of 30 percent above the maximum 
Floor Area Ratio (FAR) otherwise permitted by the Zoning Ordinance for a building or project 
that includes an Arts and/or Cultural Anchor. This incentive is targeted for larger Arts and 
Cultural institutions (Arts and Cultural Anchors) that provide public access with significant public 
activity and participation.  
 
Arts and Cultural Anchor is defined as a destination or venue where visual or performing arts and 
cultural works are taught, created, and made available to the public by various means including 
presenting live performances of theater, dance, music, or other imaginative work and/or producing 
or exhibiting physical works created by or under the direction of one or more artists, which are 
intended for unique production or limited reproduction. Museums where art and/or historic 
artifacts are displayed and/or created, and art schools, including but not limited to culinary art 
schools, instructional art, music, or drama academy may also qualify as an Arts and/or Cultural 
anchor. Other uses may be permitted as an Arts and Cultural Anchor if they are deemed to be 
consistent with the intent of the Old Town North Small Area Plan, subject to the provisions under 
Section 6-900, and approval as part of a special use permit. 
 
To qualify for the 30% increase in allowable FAR, the space provided for the Arts and Cultural 
Anchor will be a minimum consolidated size of 5,000 square feet. The final size, proposed use, 
and the FAR increase for the provision of Arts and Cultural Anchor space will be further evaluated 
during the development review process. An Arts and Cultural Anchor space will be provided to 
the arts operator at no cost with a covenant, or comparable restriction, that limits the use of the 
space to an Arts and Cultural Anchor for a minimum period of 30 years. 
 
To ensure maximum public benefit and activation of the Arts and Cultural Anchor space, the 
proposed operator is required to offer a program of regularly scheduled presentations, activities,  
classes or performances that are open to the public commensurate with the use.  
 
In the event the Arts and Cultural Anchor space is vacated for a period of 90 calendar days, or the 
tenant is no longer able to operate within the space, the City will have the right of first refusal to 
purchase the space. 
 
The total floor area for Arts and Cultural Anchor Spaces created through the use of the Arts and 
Cultural Anchor incentive will be limited to 50,000 square feet throughout the Old Town North 
Arts and Cultural District. Given the new nature of this program and the limited precedents for 
such a program, this provision aims to test the applicability and success of spaces created through 
this incentive.  
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Additionally, the Old Town North Arts and Cultural District Overlay map with associated 
regulatory incentives proposed under the text amendment will not apply to the redevelopment of 
the former power plant site. Arts and Cultural uses for that site will need to be evaluated as part of 
the future re-zoning for the site. 
 
The 50,000 square foot limit and the exclusion of the power plant site represent a change from 
what was originally recommended in the Plan, which originally recommended 250,000 square feet 
of Arts and Cultural space and inclusion of the power plant site. Staff recommends this adjustment 
in implementation as a test period for the City to evaluate this incentive and approach. Based on 
the results from the initial trial period, the 50,000 square foot limit can be increased as part of a 
subsequent text amendment. 
 
Additional requirements and provisions for Arts and Cultural Anchor space incentive are outlined 
further in Attachment 1  

 
 

III. OUTREACH 
 
Department of Planning and Zoning staff met with property owners and two art institutions (the 
Art League School and MetroStage) in Old Town North to ensure that the text amendment 
provisions are applicable and implementable. In addition, the Department of Planning and Zoning 
presented the text amendment to the Alexandria Commission for the Arts at their January 16th 
meeting and to the Alexandria Housing Affordability Advisory Committee (AHAAC) at their 
January 11th and February 1st Meetings.  
 
The Alexandria Commission for the Arts voted to support the proposed text amendment. The 
commission made a recommendation to increase the total floor area for Arts and Cultural Anchor 
space with the Old Town North Arts and Cultural District from 50,000 square feet to 150,000 
square feet. Staff understands the Commission’s desire to allow more space for Arts and Cultural 
Anchors, however, staff continues to recommend the 50,000 square feet limit as a trial phase in 
order to asses this incentive approach with the understanding that additional floor area may be 
evaluated in the future as part of a subsequent text amendment. 
 
The Planning and Zoning Department will continue to work with the Office of the Arts on future 
development applications that utilize the incentives outlined in this report to ensure the alignment 
between the Old Town North Arts and Cultural District and the Arts and Cultural Master Plan 
2016-2026. 
 
During the January 11th meeting, AHAAC expressed concern over the utilization of the density 
bonus incentive for the creation of arts space; an incentive that has been used for the creation of 
affordable housing to date. Staff presented refinements at the February 1st meeting including the 
proposed 50,000 square foot limit for the creation of Arts and Cultural Anchor space and the 
exclusion of the former power plant site from the Old Town North Arts and Cultural District. 
AHAAC expressed their support and their endorsement for those amendments. 
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Attachments: 

1. Zoning Ordinance Text Amendment, Section 6-900 - Old Town North Arts and 
Cultural District Overlay 

2. Old Town North Arts and Cultural District Overlay Map 
3.  Alexandria Housing Affordability Advisory Committee Letter  
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Attachment 1 
 
Section 6-900 Old Town North Arts and Cultural District Overlay 
 
6-901 – Intent  
The intent of this provision is to provide incentive(s) to retain and attract Arts and Cultural uses in 
Old Town North through the creation of an Arts and Cultural District pursuant to Virginia Code 
15.2-1129.1. Additional floor area, density, height, and/or a parking modification may be 
permitted for properties within the Arts and Cultural District Overlay as part of a special use 
permit, subject to the provisions of this section. 
 
The intent of the Ground Floor Arts and Cultural Tenant space defined in Section 6-902(A) is to 
provide a broad range of uses on the ground floor that will reinforce the arts, cultural and creative 
identity of Old Town North.  
 
The intent of the Arts and Cultural Anchor defined in Section 6-902(B) is to provide a destination 
anchor that has a significant amount of public programming classes, events etc. The Arts and 
Cultural Anchor is also intended to attract other Arts and Cultural uses that are complementary to 
the creative economy for Old Town North.  
 
The use of these incentives will be limited to areas within the Old Town North Arts and Cultural 
District Overlay Map. The regulatory incentives for Arts and Cultural uses as outlined in this 
section will not preclude the potential use of all applicable provisions of Section 7-700 for the 
provision of low- and moderate-income housing.  
 
6-902 - Definitions: 

(A) Ground Floor Arts and Cultural Tenant: Small scale or individual stand-alone uses which 
includes art galleries, artist studios, graphic art design, and crafts such as the production 
or creation of individual handmade objects. Additional uses that contribute to the creative 
economy may be permitted if they are deemed to be consistent with the intent of the Old 
Town North Small Area Plan in accordance with the provisions in this section. 

 
(B) Arts and Cultural Anchor: A destination use or venue where visual or performing arts and 

cultural works are taught, created, and made available to the public by various means 
including presenting live performances of theater, dance, music, or other imaginative work 
and/or producing or exhibiting physical works created by or under the direction of one or 
more artists, which are intended for unique production or limited reproduction. Museums 
where art and/or historic artifacts are displayed and/or created may also qualify as Arts 
and/or Cultural anchor. Art schools, including but not limited to culinary art schools, 
instructional art, music, or drama academy. Other uses consistent with the intent of the Old 
Town North Small Area Plan may be permitted in accordance with the provisions of this 
section 
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6-903 – I: Incentives for Ground Floor Arts and Cultural Tenant  
 
For parcels along the frontages within the Old Town North Arts and Cultural District, the floor 
area for ground floor Arts and Cultural Tenant spaces(s) may be excluded from the maximum floor 
area ratio permitted for the site. The allocation of Arts and Cultural Tenant space(s) will be limited 
to the ground floor of the parcel frontages identified in the Old Town North Arts and Cultural 
District Overlay Map and limited to a maximum amount of 15,000 square feet of floor area as 
defined by the Zoning Ordinance for each redevelopment block.  

Notwithstanding any contrary provision of the zoning ordinance, the uses as defined in Section 6-
902 (A) for Ground Floor Arts and Cultural Tenant may be allowed by special use permit. The use 
of this incentive will be subject to the following: 

(A) Approval as part of a special use permit in accordance with the procedures and 
requirements set forth in Section 11-500. 

(B) The applicant for the special use permit shall provide sufficient assurance by way of 
contract, deed, or other recorded instrument in a form approved by the City that the ground 
floor space excluded from the floor area shall be limited to the uses defined in Section 6-
902(A) or as approved as part of the special use permit process and that said space shall 
only be leased to an approved Arts and Cultural Tenant(s) as defined in Section 6-902(A) 
for a minimum period of 10 years from the issuance of the certificate of occupancy for the 
space.  

(C) The Ground Floor Arts and Cultural Tenant space will be open to the public during regular 
hours.  

(D) The uses will be required to front onto N. Washington Street, N. Saint Asaph Street, 
Montgomery Street, N. Fairfax Street, Third Street, or Canal Center Plaza. 

 
6-904 – II: Incentives for Arts and Cultural Anchors 
 

For parcels within the Old Town North Arts and Cultural District, floor area ratio and an associated 
amount of density may be increased by a maximum of 30 percent above the maximum floor area 
ratio otherwise permitted by this ordinance for a building or project that includes an Arts and/or 
Cultural Anchor as defined in Section 6-902(B).  

Notwithstanding any contrary provision of the Zoning Ordinance, the uses as defined in Section 
6-902 (B) for Arts and Cultural Anchor may be allowed by special use permit. The use of this 
incentive will be subject to the following: 

(A) Approval as part of a special use permit in accordance with the procedures and 
requirements set forth in Section 11-500. 

(B) The entire Arts and Cultural Anchor space will be limited to the uses defined in Section 6-
902(B). 
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(C) To qualify for the 30% floor area ratio increase, the space provided for the Arts and Cultural 

Anchor will be a minimum consolidated size of 5,000 square feet. The final size, use, and 
amount of floor area ratio increase for the provision of Arts and Cultural Anchor space will 
be based on the type and character of the use and on achieving the intent and objectives of 
the Old Town North Small Area Plan as part of the special use permit process. 
 

(D) The Arts and Cultural Anchor space may be located below grade provided that it has a 
minimum area of 2,000 square feet of ground floor space, primarily accessed from the 
street frontages located within the Old Town North Arts and Cultural District Overlay Map 
and with a floor to ceiling height of no less than 15 feet. 
 

(E) The total floor area for Arts and Cultural Anchor space utilizing the Arts and Cultural 
Anchor incentive within the Old Town North Arts and Cultural District will not exceed 
50,000 square feet of floor area as defined by The Zoning Ordinance.  
 

(F) The applicant for the special use permit shall provide a contract, deed, or other recorded 
instrument in a form approved by the City prior to the release of the final site plan, which 
will be recorded within the land records prior to the issuance of the first certificate of 
occupancy permit for the site. The instrument will at minimum include: 
 

1. The Arts and Cultural Anchor space will be provided at no cost to the Arts and 
Cultural operator of the space. The Arts and Cultural Anchor operator will be 
responsible for all necessary tenant fit-out for the space. 
 

2. Use of the space will be limited to an Arts and Cultural Anchor and as may be 
approved through the special use permit process for a minimum period of 30 years 
from the issuance of the certificate of occupancy for the Arts and Cultural Anchor 
space.  

 

(G) The Arts and Cultural Anchor space(s) will be subject to all applicable taxes, fees and 
other applicable City requirements and fees. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this 
ordinance, the Arts and Cultural Anchor operator may be subject to reciprocal easement 
agreements (REA) that provide for an allocation of shared operating expenses and capital 
expenditures between uses as reasonably determined by the mixed-use property owner. 
Property management of the exterior of the Arts and Cultural Anchor space will be 
provided by the property manager of the overall project and a pro rata fee for such 
management will be allocated to the Arts and Cultural Anchor. The Arts and Cultural 
Anchor operator will be responsible for the management and maintenance of the interior 
of the arts space. 

(H) Height may not be increased pursuant to this section by more than 25 feet beyond the 
height otherwise permitted by the zone for the site. However, no building located in any 
zone or height district where the maximum allowable height is 50 feet or less may be 
allowed to exceed such height limits.  
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(I) The proposed operator of the Arts and Cultural space will ensure that the space is open to 
the public with regularly scheduled presentations, activities, classes, or performances that 
are open to the public for a significant number of days within the calendar year, 
commensurate with the type of use and operation. In the event the space is open to the 
public for a limited period of time within the calendar year, the space will be made available 
to the public and/or City for community events or City meetings for a nominal fee.  
 

(J) As part of the special use permit process, provisions such as hours of operation, public 
access to the space, and prospective agreement with the Arts and Cultural Anchor will be 
established.  
 

(K) To qualify as an Arts and Cultural Use Anchor, the proposed operator of the Arts and 
Cultural space will be an existing organization or establishment that can demonstrate fiscal 
and managerial capacity to successfully operate such space as part of the special use permit 
process. 
 

(L) In the event the Arts and Cultural Anchor space is vacated for a period of 90 calendar days, 
or the tenant is no longer able to operate within the space, the City shall have the right to 
first refusal to purchase the space. 
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Attachment 2 – Old Town North Arts and Cultural District Overlay Map 
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Attachment 3 – Alexandria Housing Affordability Advisory Committee Letter 
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